Introduction
It has been clear for some time that there should be some relationship between noncritical W N string and sl(N ) sl(N ) k / sl(N ) k -cosets. For the definitions of both (and for some exposition) we refer reader to [1] [2] [3] [4] 10] . It is well known that the hamiltonian reduction [5, 6] maps the representations of sl(N ) k to that of W N . Loosely speaking, this procedure kills the degrees of freedom, corresponding to currents from nilpotent subalgebra N + , leaving gauge symmetry enough to fix all other but N − 1 currents. The survivors form W N algebra.
Naively, considering both G/G coset or some W N matter coupled to gravity, we are trying to kill all degrees of freedom. Then, it seems very natural to suppose that there is no difference: either we do reduction first and then compute W N -BRST homology to kill the survivors after reduction, or just do sl(N )-BRST homology to kill all at once. This naive conclusion, surprisingly, has found some support from comparing the results for BRST homologies of Virasoro algebra on one hand [7] , and sl(2) algebra on the other [1, 3] . To specify the statement, let's consider two modules, M 1 and M 2 of sl(N ) ( sl (2) in this example), and two modules M here, that we include in the definition all homologies, not only (co-)invariants H 0 . So defined, the spectra turn out to be infinite in the most interesting cases.)
We will observe, that the homologies can be relatively easily found for the modules, corresponding to the main grid of the Kac table (=operators of minimal models) (see also [2, 3] ) Some more elaboration is required to find the homologies for those, corresponding to the "boundary" of the Kac table. For Virasoro algebra, these are essentially the "discrete states" of c = 1 noncritical string. Up to now, these objects have been missed in analysis even of sl(2) k / sl(2) k -cosets. We wish to stress the importance of the fact that these states present in cosets, because we know that they exist in W N gravity and that this gives an additional piece of evidence in favour of naive assumption, mentioned above.
Whereas everything is beautiful with the spectra of cosets, it is quite the opposite with the spectra of W N -gravity. Although it is really possible to construct a BRST complex in that case [10] , it is not at all clear why it is possible. Then, it appears that this complex is not very convenient for the direct computations. Nevertheless, for the simplest case of W 3 and when there are no "discrete states", it can be shown that the homology of such complex coincide with that of sl(3) with the correspondence of modules described above.
Taken together, all these facts motivate an attempt to define a procedure of hamiltonian reduction not only of sl(N ) single module, but also of the whole BRST complex.
For the BRST complex for the product M 1 ⊗ M 2 , it cannot be just independent reduction of each module, the real thing should involve ghosts and should be compatible with the structure of the complex. In Section 3 we address this issue and give a proper modification of the reduction procedure for A 
Spectrum of
A 1 N /A 1 N
Some definitions and notations
We define the Kac-Moody Lie algebra A 1 N by the relations:
where the commutators are written down only for simple roots α, β. Semi-infinite homology H ∞ 2 + * (M ) of this algebra with coefficients in module M (provided k = −2(N + 1)) are defined as the homology of the BRST complex. For every generator g a of the algebra one takes a ghost-antighost (b a − c a ) pair, forming a Clifford algebra Cliff:
Picking its Verma module F gh with the vacuum vector |0 >, annihilated by positive modes and b a 0 and taking the tensor product (over C) F gh ⊗ M one gets Z-graded vector space.
Then the BRST operator
introduces the structure of the complex on it.
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Following the lines of motivations of [1, 4] we define the spectrum of
where L(Λ, k) is the highest weight irreducible representation of
) is a Wakimoto representation. It will also be instructive to compute
To be more precise, let us introduce Wakimoto representation [12, 8] 
Fock space of the Heisenberg algebra, generated by (the negative modes of) the currents 
where we have used the double script notation α = ij for the roots of A N , taken from the matrix realization of this algebra, and
There is another type of representation we would prefer to call conjugated Wakimotos. 
Computation of H
Let's first do the standard trick, extracting zero modes of Cartan ghosts c i 0 , b i 0 i = 1, . . . , N , to obtain the so-called relative complex. Namely, one writes
As {d, b 
which is called the relative complex. The "absolute homologies", i.e.,y that of the original complex, can be restored by means of the long exact sequence technique.
Now we proceed to computing H
). Consider the following grading on W ⊗W ⊗ F gh : degc a n = 1 degb a n = −1 degγ
where a
m ) and superscripts "M" and "T" distinguish between generators of two bosonic modules.
As usual, the filtration on the complex W ⊗W ⊗ F gh = C
• is defined by
where C i is a subspace of grade i, and so it is also defined on R • . The filtration is compatible withd:
. so one can use it to form a spectral sequence, converging to homologies we need and with the first term
). In other words, expandingd asd
by the terms of definite degree, one observes that E 1 pq is just a q-th homology of operator d 0 , restricted to chains of degree p.
To compute these let us consider an operator
As N is diagonal on our complex, the latter is homotopic to KerN which is freely generated by γ
gives the relations
Again, the right-hand sides of both anticommutators are diagonal on R · and define its morphism to itself, and so should annihilate homologies. Recalling the definitions of the vacuum vectors of W andW one immediately sees that the only admissible vector is α∈∆ + c α 0 |0 > and that this vector is, indeed, the representative of
Thus, only one cell in E 1 ·· is nontrivial. By the "dimensional argument" of the theory of spectral sequences we conclude, that this spectral sequence collapses at the first term, i.e.,y E ∞ pq = E 1 pq , and, at last,
To obtain a representative in the only nontrivial class one would generally apply a "zig-zag" method, but in this case it is easy to check that α∈∆ + c α 0 |0 > isd closed so it is a true representative already. Now recall that we are restricted to ∩ i KerH i 0 which gives:
where Σ is a sum of all positive roots of A N , Σ = α∈∆ + α = i i(N − i + 1)α i .
It completes the computation of
To obtain the "absolute" homology, one applies (N times) the long exact sequence.
On performing all intermediate computations, by now pretty standard, we get the final result (cf. [7, [1] [2] [3] ):
where T N is just a maximal torus of SU (N + 1). The representatives can be obtained from the monomials (c . In this case, however, the full zig-zag procedure is to be applied to get a true representative in H 0 (d) ( see also [3] for the case A 1 1 ).
Computation of H
Although the results of the previous section are quite sufficient to obtain, via Felder'slike resolution 2 [9, 8] , the homologies of modules like L ⊗ W , where L is an irrep from the main grid of the Kac table, we also want to compute the homologies of the tensor product of two "direct" Wakimoto modules. There are two reasons for our interest. First is that sometime these would be useful, and the second, and more important reason is that, up to now, the "discrete states" (in a narrow sense) have been missed. For Virasoro algebra these states appear (in c = 1matter+gravity) as the nontrivial homologies of the product of Let's introduce the new variables
and assign to them degrees:
degc a n = 2 degb a n = −2 degγ
Following the steps of sect. 1.2, we obtain a spectral sequence with the first term E 1 pq = H q (d 0 ) -the q-th homology of operatord 0 4 , restricted to subspace of degree p. Now look atd. It is clear that the only nontrivial contribution tod 0 comes from the terms of degree 2 As the latter procedure appears to be quite standard in principle, we omit any explicit construction. Neither do we address an interesting topic of how to find the direct representation for the solutions of "zig-zag" equations 3 As in the previous section, everything will be done explicitly for the HW representations.
−2 in the algebra generators. The "purely ghost" terms like bcc don't contribute tod 0 , either.
Each current f a (z) is a sum of monomials of the kind
Note that in every term of degree< 1 in the generators there is an even number of upper minus signs, the only "odd" terms of degree 1 are ∂γ − α , a − i γ − α . Using this observation we conclude that the terms of degree -2 are: β
There are no terms of degree -1. The terms of degree 0 give rise to the following form
For example, in the case of A 1 2 this operator is:
3)
The operatord 3 comes from the terms of degree 1 in the generators. It iŝ
We will prove that the spectral sequence converge at the third term, so we don't need to But from (2.4)it follows that it is nilpotent and (anti)commutes withd ′ 2 . Morover,d ′ 2 is also nilpotent:
Therefore we may think of the third term of our spectral sequence as of the cohomology
). We are free to compute this cohomology by means of the auxillary spectral sequence, the first term of which is
). The latter can easily be computed:
If it never happens that P α (r) = 0, the homologies are spanned by zero modes of all fields, the problem can be treated as in sec. 2.2 and with the same result. More interesting is the case when one of P α 's, say, P 1 (r) = 0. Then H * (d 0 ) are generated by both zero modes and {c 
The family of operators
gives the relations:
To sum up, there is a restriction
Solving for both signs of r, we obtain i) r > 0 : states are generated by β
r < 0 states are generated by γ
Note that (2.6),(2.7)should be considered as the equations on Λ M + Λ T for the fixed s.
It can be then, that P α (r) = P β (q) = 0, etc., (up to N conditions). For instance,
Then it is easy to convince oneself that nontrivial homologies arise at the ghost numbers q, −M − ≤ q ≤ M + , and that
Up to now, we've computed only the first term of the auxillary spectral sequence:
). But we see that all nontrivial elements appear at the same grading; therefore, by the standard argument, the auxiliary spectral sequence converges at the first term, giving us the third term of the main spectral sequence. Recalling the gradings we see that
.. -see Fig.1 (arrows show the action of d 3 ). We see that the spectral sequence collapses at the third term -
At last the relative semi-infinite homology of
is:
It is clear how to write down the absolute homologies in this case, see Fig. 2 for an example of the nontrivial degeneration P 1 (r) = 0, P 2 (s) = 0 for A We suggest that the coincidence of spectra persists for all A 1 N and W N−1 . There are some points to be clarified.
First of all, it is necessary to define the semi-infinite homology of W N algebra which is by no means standard as W N is not a Lie algebra.
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Only recently there has appeared work [10] where claims were made that the BRST complex does exist for W N algebra, with ghosts being b − c pairs of (b's) spins ranging 1, . . . N . For W 3 algebra the BRST operator is
. Then, it seems to be a problem to compute explicitly the homologies of the above-defined operator, because in this case the 6 Of course, it is not as difficult to define semi-infinite homology (for instance, see above), as to present a convenient tool for computing them -like BRST complex for Lie algebra.
bosonisation does not lead to the immediate answer, as it was for Vir. (Actually, it can be done for W 3 , but for N > 3 the technical problems accumulate rapidly.)
And after all, suspecting that the semi-infinite homologies of A 1 N and W N+1 coincide, we would seem to be unwise computing them separately and just comparing the final answers.
In a sense all the problems above can be solved if we understand the role of Hamiltonian reduction there. It is important that all these types of modules are finitely generated over algebra A 1 N (namely, by one vector each).
Hamiltonian reduction of
A module like W 1 ⊗ W 2 , which is a product of two finitely generated modules W 1 and W 2 , is infinitely generated, and the definition of Hamiltonian reduction for it should be given. It is intuitively obvious (by comparing characters, for example), that to obtain an expected F 1 ⊗ F 2 -a product of two free bosonic representations of W N−1 algebraone should add twice as many ghosts as for single W (this must be true of course for any product of two finitely generated modules).
It seems natural to make reduction independently on each factor, i.e.,y to take the diagonal (i.e.,y Q = Q 1 + Q 2 ) cohomology of the double complex -the tensor product of reduction complexes for the factors.
This procedure does work if we only need to reduce a particular module, without referring to its place in the BRST complex. But we require that the reduction commute with an A 1 N -BRST operator, and it is not difficult to check that there is no proper modification of Q 1 + Q 2 , commuting with Q BRST . . We also need to give H * Q R the structure of V ir-BRST complex. Look at the ghost sector first.
Upon twisting, the conformal dimension of ghosts c − , c 0 , c + become 1, 0, -1 respectively. c − has a proper dimension for being V ir ghost, but it is not a singlet with respect to sl(2).
Bosonisation suggests that in H * Q R the ghost c − gets mixed with the β − , γ − pair to
give a new scalar with respect to sl(2) ghost C. Instead of doing the bosonisation, we just put C = and consider an operator
where T 1,2 are twisted stress energy in matter and Toda sectors, and T ±,0 are twisted stress energy for the corresponding ghosts. The total Virasoro central charge is zero, and it can be checked that {Q V , Q V } = 0. Moreover, {Q V , Q R } = 0, so Q V acts on H * Q R .
The trickiest part of this definition is the inverse (E 1 − E 2 ). We define the action of the sl(2) generators on it just by analytic continuation of the formula for their action on (E 1 − E 2 ) n , for n > 0. All the identities with Q V are the formal consequences of this definition.
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Now let us consider the operator
Then there is an identity
The last step is to check that H * Q R are nontrivial in only one degree. But for all representations we discuss in this paper, it is fairly obvious.
